Yr3 Learning Letter -

Friday 9th September 2016

Yr3 have had a thoroughly immersive three days in which they have begun to learn about
chronology.
•
•
•

They created a timeline of their own memories from birth to the present day.
They stomped around the playground taking ‘time steps’ to help them begin to imagine
just how long ago the end of the Stone Age was.
To promote the qualities of the Kilmorie Child, the children worked in small teams to
problem solve creating ‘cave paintings.’ They mixed up and experimented with
pigments from crushed chalk, leaves and berries.

The children were excellent at collaborating with each other, listening to the ideas of others
and being respectful. They also showed lots and lots of curiosity about their new learning.
Well done Year 3! The children have also been busy recapping number learning from Yr2
with lots of counting in 2s, 5s, 10s and 100s. Please practice this at home as practice makes
perfect! We have recapped some Yr2 spellings and these are also attached for sticking on
your fridge. The children have also written their first recount of the year! Book bags with a
new reading book & a Reading Journal (Purple) have been issued today. In addition, all Yr3
children have been issued with a very special Yr3 Kilmorie draw string bag which can be used
for their PE kit.
Phew, what a busy few days!
PE times are as follows:
Martha & Lisa’s class:
Ellie’s class:
Kassi’s class:
Valerie’s class:

Outdoor
Outdoor
Outdoor
Outdoor

Tuesday, Indoor Thursday
Friday, Indoor Monday
Wednesday, Indoor Friday
Thursday, Indoor Tuesday

Kit required:

PE Shorts (indoor PE)
or jogging bottoms (outdoor PE)
T-shirt, trainers or plimsolls
Please send in a kit appropriate to our changeable weather!
As the children are not allowed to wear jewellery during PE, we would ask that they do not wear jewellery
to school on those days. Please ensure all long hair is tied back for health and safety reasons. We will
assume that the children are able to join in PE activities unless we have a letter to the contrary.
In Yr3 children may bring a fruit snack for playtimes.
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE DATE OF THE MUSEUM OF LONDON TRIP IS ON
MONDAY 19TH SEPTEMBER
• Please return the slips to the office ASAP

READERS WANTED! If you can spare an hour to help with reading it would make a big
difference to our children’s learning. If you can, please have a chat with your class
teacher and/or Maria Johnson our Deputy Head.

